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It is already one of America’s 75 biggest banks, but that is not
good enough for the Waltons. The bank is chaired by John
Walton, and has grown through gobbling up other banks. For
example, on Dec. 11, 2003, Arvest put the finishing touches
on its acquisition of Superior Financial Corp, which has 22
locations in the state of Arkansas. Arvest now operates more
than 200 branches in four states, and has the second highest
bank market share in Arkansas and the sixth largest bank
market share in Oklahoma. It is building on the same rapa-
cious principles by which it built Wal-Mart, starting in Arkan-
sas and neighboring states, and spreading out from there.

In addition, the Waltons’ Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. has made
attempts to buy banks in its own name.

The Walton Family Foundation is also the largest funder
for the school privatization movement in America, which
would dismantle the public education system (more on this
in a forthcoming EIR).

The Walton family is a predatory bunch; the best way to
eliminate their devastating effect on the United States and
the world, would be to dismantle their Wal-Mart corporate
empire, as LaRouche has demanded.

Parmalat

eral, seek to tear down modern industrial society, such as the ‘TheBanksAimedTheir
National Wildlife Foundation and the Nature Conservancy of
Arkansas and of California. GunatOurHead’

Further, the Walton family, particularly John Walton,
who runs the family’s Arvest bank, has functioned as a money by Claudio Celani
pump for neo-conservative causes. Exemplary is its backing
of Jeb Bush, the Republican governor of Florida and brother

On Jan. 9, police raided the Milan offices of the Bank ofof President George Bush, who is a cog in Attorney General
John Ashcroft’s domestic fascist program. Jeb also heavily America, in the most spectacular development of the ongoing

investigation into the Parmalat bankruptcy case. As EIR wroteinterfaces with right-wing Cuban networks based in Florida,
who are involved in the drug trade. In 2002, when Democrat last week, the Italian food firm Parmalat, whose insolvency

revealed a hole of 8-plus billion euros, had become a vehicleBill McBride made a stiff challenge to Bush in Florida’s gu-
bernatorial race, the California-domiciled John Walton sent for derivatives-backed financial operations led by national

and international banks, in schemes used to support the expan-$325,000 to the Florida Republican Party, which money was
whisked into Jeb Bush’s campaign account. Bush won the sion of the global financial bubble.

Bank of America (BA) became Parmalat’s main bondelection. Though not a Floridian, Walton was the largest sin-
gle individual contributor to Bush during the Florida election. placer in 2001, displacing J.P. Morgan which, with 25% of

the overall issue, estimated at Eu8 billion, is still the largestFlorida is also a key state for the Republicans in the 2004
Presidential election. owner of Parmalat bonds. Investigators believe that BA, like

other banks, knew that Parmalat was bankrupt and its bondsThe Waltons are using their money to build up a banking
empire, which apparently would give them one of the largest were junk, but sold them at high value nevertheless. Complic-

ity in covering up Parmalat’s state of bankruptcy include thebanks in the United States and the world. They have anchored
this quest, which is two decades in the making, upon Arvest fact that Parmalat could write in its books a nonexistent $4

billion account, in order to cover its losses and back up bondBank, which is family owned, and secondarily, through Wal-
Mart Stores, Inc. issues. When the situation became unsustainable, in mid-De-

cember, BA dropped Parmalat by announcing that the accountThe Walton family has carefully shepherded its Arvest
Bank Holding Company—which owns its Arvest Bank—into was nonexistent, thus declaring Parmalat insolvent.

Bank of America’s murky role in the corporate bond sec-a bank with $6.6 billion in assets, and $5.4 billion in deposits.
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tor in general has been recently exposed by one of its execu- out there to be discovered, functioning as milk-cows for the
bond magicians.tives. On Nov. 13, 2003, just before the Parmalat scandal

broke out, Duncan Goldie-Morrison, who was driven out of The research units of the banks’ securities operations,
such as the Banc of America Securities Research Unit, ledthe bank in March 2003, submitted a complaint to the National

Association of Securities Dealers, charging that the bank used by one David Goldman, have provided mathematical models
aiming at both forecasting the trend in the corporate bond“creative accounting” in regard to investments and junk bond

portfolios. But BA is in no way the only bank involved in the market, and at manipulating it into the desired direction, i.e.,
the one offering the largest profit opportunities at allegedParmalat fraud scheme, nor the only one using such “creative

accounting” in its activity. Along with BA, prosecutors in minimal risk. CDOs promised to offer the minimal risk, since
in the case of defaults, losses would be spread on as manyMilan and Parma are investigating J.P. Morgan Chase,

Morgan Stanley, Citicorp, ABN, Banco Santander, Deutsche private investors as possible throughout the globe. In reality,
as usual, it does not work as the magicians and their modelsBank, as well as all the largest Italian banks. “The banks put

their gun at our head,” declared Parmalat founder Calisto promise. Some corporate bonds have even been concentrated
in CDO issues, as was the case for the telecom sector. And itTanzi, now under arrest.

One episode out of Tanzi’s interrogation records, reported could be the same in the case of Parmalat bonds. Fitch Ratings
says that 69 CDOs it rates had a total exposure of about Eu700to the press, involves Morgan Stanley, for example, and it is

paradigmatic for showing how the banks blackmailed Parma- million to Parmalat, and this figure does not include CDOs
which Fitch does not rate.lat into issuing bonds and, sometimes, into buying them back

on short notice when the banks needed liquidity. Tanzi re- This is why Lyndon LaRouche correctly compares the
Parmalat default not with the Enron, but with the LTCM de-ported that Parmalat’s financial manager, Ferraris, “had been

contacted, last June, by a Morgan Stanley Italia manager, who fault in 1998, for the similarity in the systemic risk represented
by the interconnection of the derivatives pyramid.had said that there was an institutional investor wanting to

invest Eu300 million in corporate bonds, and he asked us if As for Parmalat’s productive entities, they are currently
protected by law, after the firm filed for bankruptcy reorgani-we had interest in the deal. Ferraris then contacted Nextra,

the firm indicated by Morgan Stanley. The agreement was zation. Enrico Bondi, current bankruptcy administrator, must
present his reorganization plans to the government before Jan.that the bond should be bought by the investor and, he added,

conditions for us were not favorable but, given the situation 20. Only then, will it be known whether Parmalat will be
chopped up and sold to its creditors or not. Bondi’s creden-(i.e., Parmalat’s bankruptcy), it was profitable for us to issue

those bonds even if their rates would be at the highest values.” tials, as well as the fact that he has appointed Lazard and
Mediobanca investment banks as financial advisors, is not aA few months later, the scenario changes radically. “Ferraris

came to me and told me: ‘Nextra wants us to buy the bonds good omen for the 36,000 workers employed by Parmalat, as
well as for the thousand of farmers who represent Parma-back.’ On my request for explanation, he answered: ‘They

aimed a gun at my head.’ ” Nextra’s request, Tanzi explained, lat’s vendors.
The other front is represented by 100,000 Italian citizens“was accompanied with threats that the real financial condi-

tion of the firm would be revealed to the markets.” who have been manipulated by their banks into buying Parma-
lat bonds, and now have lost their savings. This issue hasWhy were the banks blackmailing Parmalat into issuing

bonds? The answer is simple: The corporate bond sector has boosted the role of Finance Minister Giulio Tremonti, who
had already opened hostilities against the central bank andbeen used, together with the real estate sector, as a milk-cow

for generating paper money in order to support the financial the Italian banking system for a similar case, the 2002 default
of the Cirio food company. Tremonti is now emerging as thebubble in its terminal stage. The instruments used for this

purpose are called Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDO), leader of a bipartisan coalition converging on the necessity to
reform the current national regulatory system. Tremonti isa form of credit derivatives. A CDO is bank-issued paper

representing a collection of corporate bonds, issued by bank- also indicated as a possible successor to Prime Minister Silvio
Berlusconi as the latter’s legal problems threaten to jeopar-owned entities, such as their securities operations, and then

sold to investment funds or private customers. Since the single dize his premiership in the coming months.
However, for a financial reform to be really effective, itbond risk is spread out over the different corporate bonds

contained in the CDO, banks can place the CDO at a higher has to give back the national government actual sovereignty
over credit and currency, toward a national bank-type of pol-price. It has been extimated that the overall value of CDOs

is more than $500 billion. Now, as the world recession has icy as advocated by Lyndon LaRouche. Italy has to start back
where the Italian Parliament stopped, namely, at the 2002produced casualties in the corporate sector, the CDO pyramid

has been shaken, but CDOs holders have failed to show those resolution calling on the government to organize internation-
ally for “a new financial system able to promote the real econ-losses on their books. To the contrary, more bonds have been

placed in the effort to generate more profits. And more junk omy and punish financial speculation.” Only by implement-
ing that policy, can any government or leader survive thehas been added to paper, according to the principle that the

higher the risk, the higher the yield. Countless Parmalats are financial and other kinds of turbulence of the coming months.
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